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There are stars whose radiance is visible on Earth
even though they have long been extinct.

There are people whose briUiance continues to
hght the world though they are no longer
among the Hving.

These hghts areparticularly bright
when the night isdark.

They Hght the way for us all.

—Hannah Senesh
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1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, there has been explosive growth in the demand for wireless

communications capabilities. Cordless and cellular phones have practically replaced

traditional wired telephony for traditional voice communications applications as the idea

of mobile access has become the de facto standard for business professionals and

residential consumers alike. This demand for mobile access has spread beyond mere

voice-band applications; with the emergence of high data-rate wireless standards—such

as Bluetooth, 802.11, HomeRF, and many others—^the possibility ofmobile wireless data

access has become a reality.

The design of mobile wireless communications devices is fraught with several

research challenges. First, as the mobile device is powered by a portable battery, low-

power operation is of utmost concern. Additionally, the device must have a small form

factor and be relatively low-cost in order to meet the demands of a consumer market. All

of these challenges motivate research into the design of hi^y integrated receivers

implemented in a low-cost technology (e.g. CMOS).
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Withthe contmual scaling of CMOS technology, it becomes desirable to leverage

off of the exponential growth of digital computation capability for two reasons: first,

scaling allows us to implement more computations in a given area of silicon and to

perform those computations at lower power levels. This increase in computational

capacity opens the door to innovative and complex communications algorithms. Second,

while the scaling of CMOS technology results in more complex digital circuits and

analog circuits with faster transient performance, it also tends to degrade many of the

other typical analog performance metrics, (e.g. gain, voltage swing, linearity, et al.)

Therefore, it becomes necessary to compensate for these shortcomings—or avoidsomeof

them altogether—^through the increased use of digital computation.

A sigma-delta (ZA) modulator is a converter architecture that takes advantage of

this increased digital computation capacity by moving more of the channel selection

operation into the digital domain. By doing so, a ZA modulator does not sufferas greatly

firom the analog performance degradation that comes with scaled CMOS technologies.

Additionally, as the channel selection is performed in the digital domain, opportunities

arise to employ flexibility and intelligence in this operation. By co-designing the analog

circuits of the modulator along with the back-end digital circuits used for signal

processing, it becomes possible to co-optimize across this bormdaiy and create circuit

topologies and algorithms that are uniquely suited to high-performance, low-power

operation. A ZA modulator is an appropriate vehicle for such a co-design exercise, as it

can be viewed as a ''mostly digital" converter.

1.2 Research Goals

The primary goal of this research is to design a very high-speed, low-power

sigma-delta ADC for a hi^y-integrated, CMOS direct-conversion receiver firont-end of

a wideband CDMA wireless link. A secondary goal is to further understand the area of

system and circuit co-design, so that the interaction between the analog circuits of the

sigma-delta modulator and the back-end algorithms can be imderstood and exploited.

The results ofthe project are summarized below:

• Designed a switched-capacitor, CMOS sigma-delta modulator and

demonstrated that this circuit could meet the specifications of a wideband
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CDMA indoor wireless link at a reasonable power dissipation. An

experimental prototype achieved a dynamic range of 42 dB at a Nyquist rate

of25 Ms/s and dissipated 26 mW.

• Examined and developed several areas of circuit and system co-design.

Implemented a SA-assisted timing recovery scheme where the intrinsic

oversampling of the modulator is used to greatly ease timing recovery with

minimal additional complexity. Identified a code-based noise-shaping scheme

where the quantization noise is shaped relative to the CDMA spreading code

rather than relative to firequency.

• Designed a high-speed, low-power operational transconductance amplifier

suitable for 2.5 V CMOS processes.

• Developed a methodology to identify key performance constraints of the

switched-capacitor integrators and minimize power consumption in the

integrators aroimd those constraints.

1.3 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 provides an overview of system architectures for indoor wireless

communications systems. It briefly reviews system and circuit architectures suitable for

highly-integrated, low-power operation, followed by motivations for using a sigma-delta

modulator. The fundamentals of sigma-deltamodulationare introduced in Chapter 3. Key

constraints and techniques for high-speed ZAmodulation are presented, and fundamental

power dissipation limits of switched-capacitor implementations are investigated. Chapter

4 presents the system-level design of a ZA modulator. Issues such as architecture

selection, oversampling ratio and capacitor scaling are discussed. Circuit-level

specifications are derived via structural simulations. Chapter 5 focuses on the design of

the key circuit blocks of the ZA modulator. Test results are presented in Chapter 6, and

conclusions fi*om this work are presented in Chapter 7.
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System Architectures for
Indoor Wireless

Communications

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will introduce the system architecture used for an indoor, highdata-

rate, multi-user wireless link [1]. First, themulti-access scheme of code-division multiple

access (CDMA) will be introduced, and comparisons to the more familiar frequency-

division multiple access (FDMA) scheme will be made. Sj^tem requirements for the

analog front end ofa CDMAreceiverwill be considered.

The primary goal of the larger receiver project is to design a low-power, fully

integrated receiver that meets the specifications for the system mentioned above.

Therefore, several architectures for the analog front-end are considered in section 2.3;

trade-offr in design complexity, ease of integration, and power consumption are

considered. It is shown that a direct conversion receiver architecture is most suitable for

the targeted application.

Section 2.4 addresses the issue of signal processing at baseband frequencies.

Different techniques are compared for suitability in design of the wideband-CDMA
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system desoibed. Finally, section 2.5 discusses the challenges and promise of designing

a ZA converter architecturefor the system in question.

2.2 CDMA Receiver with Muiti-User Detection

2.2.1 Introduction of Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multipie Access

Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA or CDMA) is a

technique that allows simultaneous access multiple users to a common communication

channel. CDMA allows for multiple users much in the same way that Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) schemes do: by multiplying each user's

data signal by a signature signal that is orthogonal (or nearly orthogonal) to the other

users' signature (Figure 2.1). At the receiver side, an analogous demodulating process is

performed.

userj 1L| RF user,

Transmitter Receiver

F^ure 2.1 Generic multi-access link

In the case of OFDMA, the modulating signal is a sinusoid of fixed fi'equeney.

Because two sinusoids of different firequency are orthogonal in the DC sense, the

demodulation process is able to isolate the desired user's signal.

Jsin(fi),t)sin(<»20=0 fi), ^<02 (2-1)
The aggregate transmit spectrum of an OFDMA system is similar to that shown in figure

2.2a. Furthermore in OFDMA, the orthogonalization process is typically performed in the

analog domain.

In contrast, the orthogonal signature sequences used in CDMA signals are

typically pseudo-noise sequences of finite length, N, that possess an approximately white

spectrum. The process ofmultiplying the user's data signal is termed spreading, because
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the output spectrum of this process is spread out by the factor N} Hierefore, tiie
individual users' data signals overlay in frequency space, as shown in figure 2.2b. Each

user's signature sequence, Sk^ is chosen such that it is orthogonal (or nearly orthogonal) to
every other user's signature sequence:

= 0 k^j (2.2)

Figure 2.2 Aggregate received spectrum of (a)FDMA and(b)CDMA

Therefore, the receiver can isolate the desired signal by demodulating with the identical

signature sequence, as in figure 2.1. For this system, the ideal low-pass filter in figure 2.1

is anAT-tap accumulator (also known as a "comb filter"). The process of accumulate-and-

dump in the low pass filter brings the data rate down to that of a single user. Since this

operation is thedual of thespreading process, it is commonly referred to asdespreading.

Hence, one can observe that—at the basic mathematical level—^FDMA systems

and CDMA systems are fundamentally the same. They bothpartition the available signal

space into N mutually orthogonal subsets. The key difference is one of implementation:

OFDMA systems use sinusoids as their orthogonal signatures, whereas CDMA systems

employ pseudo-random noise (PN) sequences for the orthogonalization process. This

choice involves trade-offs at both the circuit and system levels. These trade-offs are

analyzed below in brief below. For a complete analysis of the multiple-access scheme

used in this system, see [2]. For a theoretical analysis of CDMAalgorithms, see [3] [4].

2.2.2 Advantages of a CDMA System for Indoor Portable Wireless Applications

Figure 2.3 shows a more detailed description of a CDMA receiver, assuming a

single user bandwidth offij and a spreading factor of N. While the despreading process

can be performed in the analog domain [5], such an implementation is not considered

' N iscommonly referred to as the"spreading gain" or "spreading factor".
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here. One of the drawbacks of a CDMA receiver can be immediately discerned from

Figure 2.3: the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and significant portions of the

baseband digital section must operate at times the individual user data rate. This speed

requirement is ameliorated by the fact that the dispreading process increases the SNR of

the data signal, as noise that is orthogonal to the desired signature sequence is suppressed,

as in (2.2). Therefore, the iV^fold increase in required speed comes along with an iV^fold

reduction in required pre-despreading dynamic range. As a result, DS-CDMA systems

tend to require high-speed, reduced dynamic range circuits. The ever-increasing speed of

CMOS devices allows for this high-speed operation.

S:

Ij
N-f„

^ fcl VRF
'U

AID s -^•^users

Figure 23 CDMA receiver block diagram

Operating at this higher rate (by the factor N) affords certain benefits, however.

The first, and most important, benefitis specific to the indoorchannel. Indoor(i.e. ofQce,

home) channels are characterized by having several relatively strong, closely spaced

reflective paths in addition to the primary line-of-si^t (LOS) path. This is due to the fact

that the confines of an indoor environment tends to have many closely spaced walls and

obstacles that allow for multiple reflective paths. In an indoor environment, the

differences in reflected path lengths creates an impulse response with a finite delay-

spread, Td (fig 2.4a).This canbe contrasted to outdoor communications, where the direct

LOS path is likelyto be the onlyone of significance, and anyreflections are likely to be

weak and be more spaced out in time.
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T{me(sec)

(a) (b)

F^ure 2.4 (a) Exanq>le indoor channel inq>ulse response (b) and the channel transfer function

The Fourier transform of the impulse response in figure 2.4a gives figure 2.4b.

Herewe can observe that the multi-path reflections create firequency-selective fades with

a width rrnighly equal to the inverse of Td [2]. If a narrowband FDMA approach is used,

there is a possibility that the entire desired signal could fall within one of these nulls,

resulting in a great deterioration in performance. Ifa wideband^ CDMA signal is instead
employed, the channel null only affects a small portion of thedesired signal, resulting in

far less performance degradation. Furthermore, due to its robustness to interference,

CDMA systems are more robust in electrically '*noisy" environments [3]. For these

reasons, spread-spectrum techniques such as CDMA are preferred for indoor, hi^-

performance systems [6] [7].

Another advantage of thisCDMA approach is its amenability to a **mostly digital"

approach. In fact, the spreading and despreading processes map directly to digital

architectures, which allows us to leverage off of the tremendous achievements in low-

power digital circuit design. Furthermore, through a process of circuit and system co-

design, it has been shown that the firont-ends for these high performance systems can be

constructed from low-performance analog components [8]. Viewed another way, high-

performance systems can be constructed using analog circuits that consume very little

power. For these reasons, a CDMA approach is very attractive for a portable wireless

application.

Here, '^videband" impliesthat thespread-spectrum bandwidth is significantly largerthanthe nullbandwiddL
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2.2.3 ADC Requirements for a Wideband CDMA Indoor Wireless Downlink

The system design of a wideband CDMA wireless downlink is presented in [2].

The system is based on a 1.6 Msymbol/s QPSK constellation, spread by a length-15

MLSR pseudo-noise sequence; hence, the chiprate is 25 Mchip/s. The system is basedon

an indoor picocellular model, where each room acts as an individual cell and office walls

provide natural isolation between cells.

As discussed in the previous section, the use of spread-spectrum techniques

requires high-speed baseband circuits withmoderate dynamic range. As the chip rate of

this system is 25 Mchips/s, the minimum acceptable Nyquist rate is 25 Ms/s. Analysis

and simulations in [2] have shown that the system requires an ADC with at least 6 bit

resolution. The requirements ofthe ADC are summarized in Table 2.1.

WCDMA

Indoor Wireless

Lmkr21

Signal Bandwidth >25 MHz

Dynamic Range >5.9 bits

Power Minimize

Table 2.1 ADC requirements

2.3 Receiver Front-End Architectures

2.3.1 Super-Heterodyne Receiver

The block diagram for a super-heterodyne receiver is shown in figure 2.5. This

architecture has been widely implemented in commercial systems [9], as the hi^-Q off-

chip filters (shaded in Figure 2.5) provide superior noise and selectivity performance. The

speed and dynamic range requirements on the ADC are reduced, as unwanted blockers

are greatly attenuated by the hi^-selectivity filters. This is a high-cost solution, however,

as the hi^-Q components required for the filters cannot be integrated with the active

circuitry.
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} I External Components

IF

<8>
I o

TT
LOo

11

F^ure 2.5 Superheterodyne Receiver

2.3.2 Wideband IF with Double Conversion Receiver

The Wideband IF with Double Conversion (WIFDC) architecture shown in 2.6 is

far more amenable to integration [10]. This architecture uses a two-step downconversion

process, buthigh-Q filters are no longer needed. Instead, thesecond mixing stage utilizes

an image-rejection architecture which exploits the properties of quadrature signals to

mathematically cancel out unwanted image signals. The image cancellation is limited by

circuitmismatch in the I- and Q-paths to about25-30dB [11]. H^ce, the image problem

is not entirely resolved. Furthermore, the added complexity and power consumption

needed for 6 mixers and 2 LO signalsmakes this architecture attractive only for systems

that require multi-standard capabilities [12]. As this architecture performs a block-

downconvert, the baseband analog circuitry must have a higher dynamic range and

operating speed in order to accommodate the entire inband spectrum.

RF

LNA

LO,

I I External ComponentsI I External Components

F^ure 2.6 WIFDC Receiver

n. Hl:@

2.3.3 Direct-Conversion Receiver

Figure 2.7 shows a direct-conversion (homodyne) receiver. This architecture is

the easiest to understand. There is a single mixing stage with (for DS-CDMA

applications) a fixed-firequency LO that brings the entire RF signal to baseband for
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subsequent processing. As there is only a single downconversion, there is no image

problem, and high-Q IF filters are not required. Hence, this architecture is very

appropriate for high levels of integration. This architecture also performs a block-

downconvert, so the speed and dynamic range requirements are similar to that of the

WIFDC architecture discussed above.

L
RF

LNA 0
1 Q

7
n External Components

F^ure 2.7 Direct-conversion receiver

Potential problems with this architecture arise from the fact that the desired signal

is brought to directly DC at an early point in the receiver chain. The LO signal is at the

same frequency as the incoming signal, so any leakage ofthe LO to the RF port can cause

self-mixing. This can create a large DC offset that could saturate later stages.

Additionally, the gain from the antenna throu^ the mixer is relatively low, so the flicker

noise from baseband stages could be significant. Both of these deleterious effects can be

minimized by inserting a high-pass characteristic in the form ofa coupling capacitor prior

to the ADC. On-chip capacitors can be made large enough to realize a 100-kHz notch

frequency [11]. While this notch does attenuate the signal energy, the attenuation is over

a small portion of a wideband CDMA signal. Hence, resulting signal degradation is kept

small. Additional DC offsets can be caused by second-order distortion of nearby blocker

signals. This effect can be minimized by careful layout of fully-differential circuitry.

Thus, the critical problems of a direct conversion receiver can be overcome with system

and circuit co-design, and this architecture becomes very attractive for indoor spread-

spectrum applications.

2.4 Baseband Processing

The previous section discussed receiver front-end architectures for an indoor

CDMA system. This section will discuss the trade-offs involved in the design of the
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baseband components. The discussions that follow assume a CDMA system that

performs the despreading process in the digital domain, as in [13], As such, the entire

CDMA band must be converted by the ADC, and user-channel selection is performed

during the digital despreading. Tharefore, each CDMA band of-AT users can be viewed as

a single "channel" for the purposes of baseband processing. Adjacent chaimels are

CDMA bands that are transmitted from nearby cells and are centered at adjacent carrier

frequencies.

In this light, there are several options for performing chaimel selection at

baseband. Discussion of the design considerations and trade-offs will be explored in the

following sections.

2.4.1 Analog Channel Selection

Channel selection can be performed in the analog domain with the use of an anti-

alias filter and a low-pass switched-capacitor circuit [14]. These filters attenuate adjacent

channels. The achievable selectivity of these filters is determined by the filter order, and

in the case of the switched-capacitor filter, its oversampling as well [15]. Also, these

filters can also provide additional gainto the desired channel in orderto reduce dynamic

range requirements of later stages. As a result, the ADC is this system has relatively

moderate speed and resolution requirements. Figure 2.8 shows a frequency plan for an

analog channel select baseband architecture.

AAF SO filter ADC

From Mixer itl Zj S1^

iUi. /w A
• Desired Channel

Figure 2.8 Frequency PlanforAnalog Channel Selection at Baseband Frequracies
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2.4.2 Digital Channel Selection

Channel selection can be perfonned in the digital domain with a low-pass FIR

filter. TheADC must be oversampled in order to quantize both the desired signal and the

adjacent channels and prevent aliasing. Furthermore, the ADC must have increased

dynamic range in order to quantize the desired signal in the presence of these adjacent

channels. Figure 2.9 shows a frequency plan for an digital channel select baseband

architecture.

Digital
AAF lAADC LPF

From Mixer ^ JH ^ ^ ^ JtL To DSP

A
Q Desired Channel

Figure 2.9 Frequency PlanforDigital Channel Selection at Baseband Frequencies

The ADC in a digital channel selection architecture is typically a 2A modulator.

The quantization noise is then shaped outside of the band of interest; it primarily lies in

the samebandas the adjacent channels andcanbe removed by the digital FIRfilter [16].

2.5 Motivation for Sigma-Deita Conversion

The previous section discussed analog and digital channel selection techniques.

The primary difference between analog and digital channel selection techniques is the

trade-off between resolution and bandwidth; analog techniques are more appropriate for

low-resolution, high-speed applications, while digital techniques have historically been

employed in higher-resolution, lower-speed applications. The bandwidth-resolution

trade-off has been thoroughly analyzed in the context of baseband processing systems in

[17].

Previous CMOS implementations have demonstrated that an analog channel-

selection topology can meet the specification discussed in Section 2.2.3 [14]. The

purpose of this study, however, is examine the applicability of a digital channel selection
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topology this system. There are several factors on both the circuit- and system-level that

motivatesuchan exploration. Theyare discussed in the following sections.

2.5.1 Process-Oriented and Circuit-Oriented Arguments

It should first be noted that the circuit requirements for analog and digital channel

selection blocks are strikingly similar, hi particular, die switched-capadtor filter in the

analog channel selection architecture and the ZA modulator in the digital channel

selection architecture have almost identical circuit requirements; they must both have

suffident dynamic range to handle a small desired signal in the presence of adjacent

blockers and be sufficientiy oversampled to prevent aliasing. As a result, it has been

shown that the required orderandGSRof thesetwoblocks aretypically very similar, and

to fiirst order, the powerand complexity ofthese blocksshouldbe similar as well [18].

ZAmodulators were first employed in audio-band converters, as the slow speed of

the silicon technology greatiy limited sampling speeds [31]. In the intervening 12 years,

high-resolution ZA modulators have been demonstrated with conversion bandwidths of

2.2 MHz [19] and sampling rates up to 4 GHz [33]. This increase in bandwidth is in no

small part due to the drastic increase in transistor fr that has occurred since 1988.

Research on technologyscalingpredicts that will continue to increase an additional 40-

lOOx over the next decade [20]. Hence, from a standpoint of sheer transistor speeds, an

examination ofhi^-bandwidth ZA modulators is attractive.

Furthermore, it has been shown that high-resolution ZA modulators can be

constructed from relatively low-resolution circuit components [28] [31]. While the extent

to which this observation can be exploited lessens with complicated modulator structures,

this trade-off of speed for resolution is attractive in deep-submicron technologies: the

transistors will continue to demonstrate high operating speeds, but this will come at the

expense of other performance metrics, such as gain, matching, or linearity [21]. ZA

modulators therefore map well onto high-speed, low-precision CMOS processes.
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2.5.2 System-Oriented Arguments

The original impetus for the exploration ofhigh-speed SA modulators stems from

earlier research on the wireless link for the InfoPad system [22]. This research aimed to

developa hi^-performance wireless link with the lowest possiblepower consumption. A

key finding of this research was that power consumption could be reduced by '̂ pushing'*

as much complexity as possible out of the analog front-end and into the digital portion of

the receiver [2]. 2A analog-to-digital conversion is a step in the direction of a **mostly

digital" radio. The channel selection filter is now implemented in the digital domain. As a

result, low-power digital circuit techniques can be utilized to realize highly efficient

structures [23]. Furthermore, as digital filters do not have the mismatch problems

associated with analog filters, they are greatly preferred in applications where a high

degree ofselectivity is required.

An oversampled approach lessens the requirements on the anti-alias filter (AAF)

preceding it. As the frequencies which alias to baseband are integral multiples of the

sampling frequency, an oversampled approach provides a larger bandwidth for the

continuous-time AAF to roll-off. This enlarged roll-off bandwidth can be of crucial

importance, as process variation can shift the AAF poles by as much as 30% [15].

The most interesting arguments for a digital channel select architecture stem from

the opportunities for system/circuit co-design it allows. As demonstrated in [35], a single

ZA modulator can be made multi-standard capable by changing the oversampling rate and

decimation filters. Two other potential applications of ZA/CDMA co-design, outlined

below.

ZA-assisted Timing Recovery In any communication system, proper

synchronization with the incoming signal is a necessary condition for data reception. This

problem is exacerbated with DS-CDMA signals, as the pulse trains that comprise these

signals tend to have sharp peaks that need to be captured. Figure 2.10 shows an example

DS-CDMA pulse train. The chip time is labeled as Tc. In order to provide adequate

timing recovery granularity, the input stream is typically oversampled by a factor of 4

[24], resulting in a data stream with samplingtime Ttr, shown in figure 2.10. The digital

circuitry of the timing recovery block decimates the high'Speed sequence on the

appropriate phase to createthe chip-rate sequence for data detection (figure 2.11) [25].
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Figure 2.10 Example DS-CDMA pulsetrainandoversanq>led datastream
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F^ure 2.11 StandardCDMAtimingrecoveryscheme

In a system employing a standard analog-to-digital converter, the ADC must

operate at a speed of 4 times greater than required by the Nyquist. This increased

operation speed of the ADC results in wasted powCT, as 75% of the ADC output data

values arewasted through decimation. In such a scheme, onemay also need to control the

phasing of the sampling clock in order to provide adequate granularity for the tuning

recovery blocks [25].

It can be observed that a DA already samples the input stream at the higher data

rate needed for timing recovery; in fact, the pre-decimated output of the modulator is a

lower resolution of the stream shown in figure 2.10. Therefore, as shown in figure 2.12,

tuning recovery can be accomplished with minimal changes to the analog circuitry.

Instead, one can control the phasing of the decimating digital LPF. By including a

variable-length delay line ri^t before the UPF, the timing recovery block can fully

control the effective phase of the sampling instant. This approach allows for a fully-
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digital timing recovery block without having to increase the complexity of the analog

circuitry. This scheme is implemented in [26], and is quite similar to thesystem proposed

in [27].

Li
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RF £A y »

I
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Figure2.12 £A-assisted Timing Recoveiy Scheme

Code-basedNoise-Shaping DS-CDMA systems are intentionally oversampled in

relation to their symbol rates in order to create wideband signals that are robust to

channel impairments. This wideband property hinders oversampled analog-to-digital

conversion of DS-CDMA signals, as the overall sampling rate is limited by process

technology. Yet it should be observed that the desired signal converted by the ADC

contains all of the users' data streams. If only one user stream is required, it can be

observed that some ofthe converted bandwidth is extraneous.

Section 2.2 demonstrated that OFDMA systems and CDMA system are

mathematically equivalent in that they divide a range of bandwidth into several distinct

subsets. The only difference between the two systems is that FDMA forms its subsets

with a frequency basis and CDMA forms its subsets with a code basis.

- A conventional 2A modulator is appropriate for FDMA systems, as its noise-

shaping property is based on frequency; quantization noise is suppressed in the frequency

subset of interest and is pushed into the extraneous frequency subsets. Based on the

mathematical equivalence between FDMA and CDMA systems, it seems reasonable to

hypothesize that an analogous CDMA DA modulator can be constructed. In essence, it

seems feasible that the structure of a standard sigma-delta modulator can be altered, such

that the additive quantization noise is shaped in a manner orthogonal to the desired user's

spreading code, (hence the name code-hd&ed noise shaping). A standard £A modulator in

a CDMA system is shown in frgure 2.13a, and a rudimentary version of a modified ZA-

CDMA system that enables code-based noise-shaping is shown in figure 2.13b.
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F^ure 2.13 (a) Standard ZA/CDMA systemand (b) newLA/CDMA

In figure 2.13a, the despreading by the PN-sequence following the YA modulator

whitens the qtiantization noise spectrum. Therefore, the accumulator LPF only reduces

the quantization noise by 3 dB/octave. In contrast, multiplication by the PN-sequence is

performed before the XA modulator in figure 2.13b. Therefore, the quantization noise

added by the lA retains its shaped characteristic at the input to the accumulator.

Therefore, the decimation by the accumulator attenuates the quantization noise by much

more than 3 dB/octave.^ If this architecture is used, the multiplication by the PN-

sequence is done in the analog domain. This can be easily accomplished by a polarity

reversal in switched-capadtor differential circuits, provided that the PN-sequence is

comprised solely of ± 1's.

2.6 Summary

This chapter introduced the system architecture used for an indoor, hi^ data-rate,

multi-user wireless link. The CDMA protocol was discussed, and reasons for selecting a

direct-conversion recdver were reviewed. In this context, the issue of baseband

^One could argue that the accumulator attenuates the quantization noise byasmuch as(6L+3) dB, where L is the
LA order. It should be noted that an accumulator does not exhibit a 'brick-wall*' LPF characteristic, so the actual
attenuation will less than the theoretical limit
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processing was discussed, and motivations for a digital channel selection architecture

comprisingof a ZA modulator and digital FIR filters were presented. Fundamentalissues

in ZAmodulation will be presented in the next chapter.



3

Sigma-Delta Modulation

3.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews some of the fundamental issues of analog-to-digital

conversion and sigma-delta -modulation. The chapter begins with a discussion of the

quantizationnoise inherent to all analog-to-digital converters. A comparison between the

quantization noise of Nyquist-rate converters and ZA converters is made. Due to their

oversampled nature, sigma-delta converters have historically been used for low data-rate

applications. The next section ofthis chapteraddressesvarious ZAdesign choices with an

emphasis on topologies and techniques that enable high data-rate applications. Finally,

dynamic and static power limits for discrete-time ZAmodulators are derived, again taking

into account factors applicable to high-speed operation. Readers are referred to [28], [29],

[30], [31], [32], [33] for further reading on issues related to ZA design.

3.2 Quantization Noise

An analog signal can, by definition, take on any value within a continuous range.

A digital signal, on the other hand, can only take on a discrete set of values. The

21
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resolution of a digital signal is ultimately limited by the number of bitsused to represent

it. This difference is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. (For the purpose of convention, the

resolution ofthe digital value is set to 1.)

Analog rangeof values^
<•

-2-10 1

Digital vaiues

Figure 3.1 Possible analog and digital values between -2 and 2.

All real, physical signals (e.g. acoustic waves, electromagnetic waves, etc.) are

analog in nature. Yet with the rapid advances of the technology and algorithms associated

with digital signal processing, it often becomes desirable to process the signal in the

digital domain. Before this can be accomplished, a faithful representation of the analog

signal must be constructed in the digital domain. This is done through the process of

amplitude quantization, where a continuous range ofanalog amplitudes is mapped to a set

of several discrete, or digital, amplitudes. Figure 3.2 shows the input/output transfer

function of a typical quantization process. It is clear that the quantization process

introduces error to the digital representation of the analog signal; the quantization error is

merely the difference between the original analog amplitude and the quantized digital

amplitude. One of the primary goals of analog-to-digital converters (ADC's) is to

minimize this error.
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Figure 3.2 Quantization transfer function

3.2.1 Nyquist-Rate Converters

The term '̂ Nyquist-rate converters" refers to the class of ADC's where the output

rate of the quantizer is equal to the ADC output rate. Li this class of converters, the

input/output transfer function of the ADC is typically identical to that of the quantizer

itself. Thus, in order to analyze the quantization error of a Nyquist-rate converter, it is

sufficient to only analyze the quantization error introduced by the quantization process.

The error introduced by the quantizationprocess, , is simply:

e„=Ax,)-x„ (3.1)

where Xa is the nth input andy„ is the corresponding output of the quantizer. Figure 3.3

shows the quantization error transfer function for the quantization transfer function

shown in figure 3.2.

AE

>x

F^re 33 Quantizationerror for figure 3.2
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Figure 3.3 demonstrates that the error is strongly correlated to the input. Under

certain assumptions about the input spectrum and the operating conditions of the

quantizer, Bermett proved in [34] that the quantization error can be approximated as an

additive white noise source. Furthermore, the error can be approximated with a boxcar

pdf between thebounds of ± A/ 2. Thetotal in-band quantization noise for a Nyquist-rate

converter can thenbe calculated as the mean-square-value ofthe quantization error: [35]

] <l'dq =- (3.2)
^-A/2

The quantization noise is proportional to the squareofthe quantizer step-size. A, (relative

to full scale). Hence, as the step size is decreased by adding additional quantization

levels, the overall quantization noise power decreases. Stated more succinctly, a quantizer

with a finer bit resolution adds less quantization noise.

3.2.2 Sigma-Delta Converters

Sigma-delta converters use feedback and oversampling to suppress the in-band

quantization noise. This is done by shaping the spectrum of the quantization noise with a

high-pass transfer function. The noise is shaped to lie primarily outside the signal band of

interest and can be removed with subsequent digital low-pass filters. Hence, by shaping

the quantization noise spectrum out of the signal band, £A modulators are able to attain

high signal-to-noise ratios with low resolution quantizers. Figure 3.4(a) shows the block

diagram for a first-order sigma-delta. Figure 3.4(b) shows a linearized equivalent block

diagram; the integrator block is replaced by its discrete time equivalent, and the quantizer

is replaced by its equivalent additive white noise source, as explained in the previous

section.
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Figure 3.4 1st-Order Sigma-DeltaModulator (a) Block diagram (b) Linearized model

There are two important transfer functions that can be determined from figure

3.4(b): the signal transfer function (STF) and the noise transfer function (NTF). Using

simple feedback analysis, they are given by

_-i

-1
-1

X(z) -1

1 +
1-z

-1

NTF =^^=
E{z) -1

1 +
1-z

-1

-1
= 1—z

(33)

(3.4)

Therefore, the STF is simply a unit delay. A signal that is input to the ZA is passed

through without any frequency distortion. The NTF, however, has a frequency-selective

characteristic, shaping the additive white noise source, E(z), with a hi^-pass

characteristic.
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Figure 3.5 Noise-shaped spectrum and LPF

If the SA converter is oversampled, the shaped quantization noise is spread over

the entire sampling bandwidth. The signal bandwidth becomes a small fraction of the

entire sampling bandwidth. Subsequent digital filters can low-pass filter the modulator

output and remove the quantization noise without altering the signal bandwidth, as

demonstrated in figure 3.5. The power of the in-band quantization noise can be calculated

Ibw P , . P ^2
n _ f Q>^ .-1H j/- _ TT- — (1 - z (3-5)

-JBW

Feedback analysis can be used to qualitatively explain the high-pass noise shaping

phenomenon. From figure 3.4(b), the feedforward portion of the NTF is a unity gain; its

feedback path is comprised of the discrete-time integrator. From feedback analysis, the

overall NTF should have a characteristic opposite to its feedback transfer function.

Therefore, we expect the NTF to possess the high-pass characteristic of a differentiator.

The qualitative analysis above motivates the understanding that a sharper low-

pass characteristic in the SA feedforward path will result in a sharper high-pass NTF. It

can be shown that a i-th order modulator will give an NTF of (1 - z"' Y. Therefore,

equation (3.5) can be generalized for higher-order ZA modulators:
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p - Y (j z-'fclf- (3.6)
- J M ^ 2L+\ ^

~fBW

The dynamic range ofan ideal sigma-delta modulator can then be expressed in decibels

as:

DR^ =10 1og,o
2 TV

Q = number of levels in quantizer (3.7)

L = modulator order

M = oversampling ratio

It can be seen that there are three mechanisms which can be used to increase the

dynamic range of a XA. For each doubling of the number of quantization levels in the

quantize, the dynamic range is increased by rou^y 6 dB. For each doubling of the

oversampling ratio, the dynamic range increases by (6L + 3) dB. Alternatively stated,

increasing the order of the modulator by one increases the dynamic range by

201og,o(^)dB. It is important to note the synergistic effect of increasing the
oversampling ratio and themodulator order; increasing bothof these parameters gives far

greater increase in DR than increasing one at the expense of the other. There areseveral

limitations to the expression given in (3.7), and thesewill be discussed in the following

section.

3.3 Constraints of High-Bandwidth Sigma-Deitas

XA's are uniquely suited to low-bandwidth, high-resolution applications. Hi^

resolution XA modulators can be implemented by using a simplemodulator structure and

greatly oversampling a relatively low bandwidth. For instance, a second-order modulator

is able to achieve a dynamic range of 89db whenthe oversampling ratio is 256 [31]. This

approach is suitable for audio applications, where a Nyquist bandwidth of 16 kHz

corresponds to a sampling frequency of 4 MHz. For applications where the signal

bandwidths are in the MHz range, this approach can no longer be used as current CMOS

technology cannot support the samplingrates requiredby such a simple topology.
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Referring back to (3.7), there are three parameters of a 2A modulator diat can be

increased in order to obtain higher DR: modulator order (L), oversampling ratio (M), and

quantizer resolution (Q). Architecture techniques that allow each of these three

parameters to be increased are examined below. Before continuing this discussion, it is

important to note that the approaches detailed below are effective methods to reduce

quantization noise. Other noise sources, such as thermal noise or digital noise coupling,

must be suppressed by other methods.

3.3.1 Loop Filter Topologies

The loop filters used in sigma-delta modulators can be classified into two broad

groups: single-loop or multi-stage^ modulators. A single-loop architecture employs a
givennumber of integrators and onlyone qiiantizer/DAC pair. The output of the DACis

fed back to some or all of tiie integrators, and the digital output streamis taken from the

single quantizer. A generic third-order single-loop lA is shown in Figure 3.6. A multi

stage EA consists of several single-loop EA's cascaded, where each subsequent stage

quantizes the error fi*om the previous stage. The several digital bit-streams are

recombined in the digital domain in ord^ to cancel out the quantization errors firom all

stages except the last. A 2-1 cascade is shown in Figure 3.7. This section will compare

single-loop and multi-stage modulators in order to determine their suitability for hi^-

speed data conversion.

z-1 r
1-r^ \fi/ 1-r^ 1-r^ J

D/A

F^ure 3.6 Third-order single-loop lA with distributed feedback

Also known as "cascade** or "MASH" £A modulators.

Y(z)
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Single-loop EA Figure 3.6 shows a generic third-order single-loop 2A. Using the

feedback analysis presented in section 3.2.2, its NTFis calculated in (3.8).

It can be observed that the NTF above has three zctos at DC. The integrators can be

transformed into resonators if local feedback is added around the integrator pairs. In this

way, the NTF zeros are spread across the signal band, improving quantization noise

suppression in the band of interest [36].

Single-loop YA modulators are attractive to design because of their relative

simplicity and insensitively to circuit imperfections such as component mismatch or

finite gain. Anal3^is and simulation of a second-order EA show that it is able to achieve

89 dB resolution with an OSR of 256, even with circuits that have an open-loop gain on

the order of the OSR and a unity-gain bandwidth on the order offs/2 [31]. The use of

second- (or first-) order 1!A modulators is limited to low-bandwidthapplications, as they

require a very high oversampling ratio in order to attain high resolution. Additionally,

low-order single-loop EA's tend to have significant tonal content in their output [28].

Therefore, higher-order loops are required.

Problems arise with the single-loop approach when the modulator order is hi^er

than two. In particular, these types of modulators displaya tendency towards instability;

in order to guarantee stability, the designer must make the overall NTF of the EA loop

sub-optimal [28]. For instance, the study in [36] has shown that the optimal'DR for a

stable 4th-order single-loop EA is roughly 38 db below that predicted by ideal DR

equation in (3.7). This severely limits the applicability of single-loop, single-bit EA's, as

these types of modulators cannot achieve a stable dynamicrange above 45dB at an OSR

of 16, regardless ofthe modulator order [36].

Multi-stage (Cascade) EA An altemative approach to attaining hi^ modulator order

while maintaining modulator stability is to implement the EA as a cascade of stable low-

order loops. The first stage performs rou^ quantization on the input signal, and all

subsequent stages quantize the error firom the stage preceding it. The numerous digital bit
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streams are recombined in the digital domain, (ideally) canceling out all quantization

noise except that from the last stage. In this manner, the overall noise shaping

characteristic is identical to that of a single-loop modulator whose order is equal to the

sum of the orderof the cascaded loops. Figure 3.7 shows a generic cascade of a second-

order loop followed by a first-order loop, termed a 2-1 cascade. The quantization error

from the first stage, Ei, is passed through an inter-stage gain, g/, and thenapplied to the

second stage. Equation (3.9) belowshows a calculation of the outputspectrum.

X(2). 2nd-order£A
Ei(z)

1st-order£A

Yi(2) Y2(2)

Digital Recombination Network

Y(2)

Figure 3.7 Generic 2-1 cascade lA modulator

Y,(z) =z-'X(z) +{l-z-'fE,{z)
Fj (z) =z''-g,-£, (z) +(l - z"' )£j (z)
Y(,z) = H,(z)Y,(z) + H,(z)Y,(z)

= z~^X(z) + z

where

/r,(z) =z-'

/r,(z) = -
Sid

-1 l_j!_l(l_z-'y£,(z)_
Sid gu

EJz) (3.9)

The digital recombination filter cancels out approximately all of the quantization error

from the first stage, leaving the error from the second stage and a delayed version of the

input in the output spectrum

Examination of the terms in (3.9) reveals two primarily limitations on the

performance ofmulti-stage lA modulators. The error term related to Ei is identically zero

ifand only ifthe inter-stage gain, g/, is equal to its digital approximation, g/</. For reasons

that will be further explained in Section 4.5, this condition cannot be guaranteed. Hence,
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there will typically be leakage of the first-stage quantization error, which is only
suppressed by second-order noise shaping. The designer must take care not to have the
y.A performance limited bythis noise leakage. Additionally, the error term related to E2 is

amplified by1/gid^ This factor is typically less than or equal to one, so an ideal cascade

architecture of a given order will tend to have a higher quantization noise level than that

of a comparable, ideal single-loop modulator. On the other hand, a high-order cascade ISA

does not have the same instability concerns as a high-order, single-loop ]SA. Hence, a

cascade canhavea significantly moreaggressive NTFthan its single-loop counterpart.

3.3.2 Discrete-Time vs. Continuous-Time

TA modulators canbe implemented in discrete-time or continuous-time form.'The

primary difference between these two implementations resides in the structure of the

integrator in the feedforward path: discrete-time ZA's typically employ switched-

capacitor integrators (figure 3.8a), whereas continuous-time SA'sutilize either RC(figure

3.8b) or Gm/C integrators (figure 3.8c).
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(a) Switched-capacitor integrator

^IN VW
V,OUT

(b) RC integrator

'IN »m 1 OUT

(c) Gm/C integrator

Figure 3.8 Discrete-time and continuous-time integrator implementations

The primary advantages of using a switched-capacitor 2A (SCZA) stem from the

fact that this approach well-suited to current CMOS technology. The capacitors can be

fabricated as a "sandwiched" stack of metal and/or poly. These capacitor stacks tend to

be fairly linear, and the VLSI processing capabilities of CMOS technology allow for

control of the capacitive ratio (Cs/Ci) to within about 1%. This capacitive ratio

determines the pole location of the integrator, so accurate control is crucial to for noise

suppression. Furthermore, as all loads in a switched-cap SAarecapacitive, the amplifiers

do not need a power-himgry output stage.

The main advantage of continuous-time lA (CT2A) is that, for a given

technology, a CTIA is typically able to achieve a higher OSR than a SC2A [33].
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Furthermore, CTZA systems provide implicit anti-alias filtering, thus reducing the need

for explicit anti-alias filtering prior to the modulator. In a CT2^, the sampling instant

occurs at the quantizer; at that point in the modulator, the loop filter of the CTTA has

already attenuated signal energy thatmight otherwise fold down to baseband.

There are serious drawbacks to usinga CTSA modulator. Depending on the actual

circuit implementation, a CTLA requires a highly linear resistor or transconductor;

modem CMOS processes are not particularly well-suited to implementing thesedevices.

Additionally, the pole location of these integrators are set by the RC (or C/Gm) time

constants of these devices. As the time constant is set by a product of two dissimilar

device parameters (rather than as a ratio of similar device parameters), the accuracy of

these pole locations is limited to about ±30%. This large mismatch greatly limits the

efficacy of multi-stage CIXA architectures without adding elaboratetuning mechanisms.

CTEA's are also more sensitive to clock jitter and quantizer metastability. Both these

phenomena cause random pulse width modulation in the feedback DAG, which in tum

causes high-firequency quantization noise to fold into the signal bandwidth [33].

Additionally, design methodologies for and circuit requirements of CTZAmodulators are

still not fiilly understood at this current time, although there is much ongoing research in

this field [33] [37].

3.3.3 Single-Bit vs. Multi-Bit Quantization

The previous two sections have discussed techniques to increasing the order and

oversampling ratio or £A modulators. This section discusses the trade-offs involved with

changing the number of levels in the quantizer ofan EAmodulator. While EA modulators

have traditionally employed single-bit quantizers, there is nothing fundamental which

prevents EA loops firom using multi-bit quantizers. The advantages and challenges of

both approaches are outlined below.

The primary advantage of utilizing a multi-bit quantizer is that the total power

level of the quantization noise is decreased with an increased number of quantization

levels. As explained in section 3.2, total quantization noise power is directly proportional

to the square ofthe quantizer step size. Hence, doubling the number of levels (halving the
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Step size) in the quantizer decreases the noise power (increases the resolution) by6 dB, or

one bit.

Multi-bit quantizer/DAC pairs also have another advantage when used in Hgh-

order single-loop EA's. As explained in section 3.3.1, single-loop EA's must employ

non-optimal noise-shaping filters in order to guarantee stability. Theinstability of single-

loop lA modulators is dueto the hard non-linearity of the quantizer embedded within the

feedback loop [28]. With multi-level quantization, thehard non-linearity of thequantizer

becomes less pronounced; the de-emphasis of the quantizer's hard non-linearity makes

the £A loop more stable and allows the ZA designer to utilize a muchmore aggressive

NTF. As an example, [38] presents a third-order 4-bit SD modulator that achieves 95dB

dynamic rangewith an oversampling ratio of 24.This represents an NTF that has roughly

19 dB more noise suppression than the optimal stable NTF of a comparable single-bit

topology [28]

There are several limitations to the applicabilityofmulti-levelquantizationwithin

EA modulators. One such limitation stems from the fact that the EA loop requires the

quantizer/DAC pair to quantize the input and feedback an output at the oversampled rate

with a latency of only one clock cycle. This requirement necessitates the use of a flash

ADC as the quantizer. The flash architecture can be very area- and power-hungry for

high resolutions,as the amoimtof circuitryrequired is directlyproportional to the number

ofquantization levels desired.

The primary limitation of multi-level EA modulation, however, lies within the

implementation of the feedback DAC. In order to have a multi-level EA loop, the

feedback DAC must also be multi-level. While a single-bit feedback DAC is linear by

construction, the linearity of a multi-level DAC is limited by the component matching of

its individual elements. Furthermore, the output of the feedback DAC is fed into the same

point of the EA loop as the input signal; thus, the transfer function from the DAC to the

output (DACTF) will be the same as the STF. As Figure 3.9 and equation (3.10)

demonstrate, **noise" generated by DAC non-linearity will not be suppressed by the EA

noise-shaping. Therefore, while the DAC requires a resolution only equal to that of the

quantizer, it requires an accuracy equal or greater than the resolution of the entire
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converter. Achieving such DAC performance in compact chip areas and at low-power

levels is a very difficult task.

X(z) -hD— H(z)

•D

mbit

D/A

•Y(z)

Figure 3.9 DAC impainnents in a multi-bit EA

y(z) =z-^jr(z)+(l-z-')'£e(z)-£o(r) (3.10)

Previously published results have suggested several improvements to thebasic lA

architecture in order to alleviate the problems associated with the implementation of a

multi-level quantizer and feedback DAC. The Leslie-Sin^ architecture, also known as

thedual-quantization technique, uses a multi-stage cascade strategy in order to implement

multi-bit quantization [39]. A generic Ist-order Leslie-Singh architecture is shown in

figure 3.10. The core lA loop remains a single-bit structure, thus removing the need for a

linear multi-level DAC. This loop is followed by a multi-bit quantizer to quantize the

error in the ZA loop output. After proper digital recombination, the overall noise-

spectrum is similar to that of a typical multi-bit ZA. Another side benefit of this approach

is the removal of the requirement that the multi-level quantizer has only a sin^e cycle

latency. As the mxilti-level quantizer is no longer embedded in a feedback loop, it can be

replaced by more efficient structures that tradeoff increased latency for reduced power

and area [28]. However, like all cascade modulators, the Leslie-Singh structure is

susceptible to analog/digital mismatch. As shown in (3.11), mismatch in the effective

gain coefficient of the multi-bit converter results in noise-leakage firom the single-bit

quantizer.
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Figure 3.10 Leslie-Singhdual-quantizer architecture

y,(z) =z-'-A'(z) +(l-r-')-£,(z)
Y2 (z) =g, •(z-' •X(z) - Z-' •£, (z))+ E, (z)
y(z) = H, (z) •r, (z)+(z) • (z)

=z'' •^(z)+(l—^)-z"' •(l-z-')-£,(z)+-^-(l-z"')£j(z)
where

i?,(z) = z-'

X(z). 2nck)itIer2:A

Yi(z)

..£1
1-r^

=Q2

Jl-
mbit

D/A

Y2(z)

DigitalRecombination Network

T
Y(z)

Figure 3.11 Multi-bit cascade TA

(3.11)

An alternative method to suppressingthe effects of a non-linear multi-level DAC

is presented in [40]. Thisapproach utilizes a cascaded SAwith a multi-bit quantizer/DAC
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in only the last stage, shown in figure 3.11. Under ideal conditions, the recombined
output spectrum will be

Yiz) =z-'X(z)-^il-z-yEQ,(z) (3.12)

where Eq2(z) is the approximate additive white noise fi'om an ideal multi-level quantizer.

It is argued in [40] that the output of the second stage of the modulator in figure 3.11 is

approximately white. As the output ofthe second stage is also the input to the multi-level

DAC, it is argued that the DAC signal is sufficiently **busy" that its non-linearity can be

represented as an additive noise, Ejj(z). Including this effect, and again solving for the

recombined output spectrum:

r(z)=r-^jr(z)+(1 - z-yEs2(z) +(1 - z-')'£a(2) (3.13)

It can be observed that the ''noise" firom the DAC non-linearity has been suppressed by

second-order noise-shaping. Intuitively, this can be understood by observing that the

output of the multi-bit DAC is fed back into the circuit after the second-order loop.

Hence, this noise can be referred back to the input only after it is shaped by that second-

order loop. More generally, the noise firom a non-linear DAC in the L stage of a multi

stage modulator is shaped by N*** order noise shaping at the output, where N is the total

number of integrators in stages 1 to L-1.

A third technique to suppress the nonlinear DAC "noise" uses digital scrambling

techniques to either whiten [41] or shape [42][43][44] the effective noise firom the

nonlinear DAC. If the DAC is composed ofN unit-weighted elements, each unit element

can be represented as

i=l

where (Iavg is the average analog unit output value and e/ is the error of the i*'̂ unit

element. In order to represent an analog value of m-d^yg, m unit elements must be

activated. If the DAC element selection algorithm for simply to activate the first m unit

elements out of the set ofN, the actual output will be

m

= m' dj^YQ + (3.15)
i=l
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While this selection method is the most intuitive approach, it should be observed that

there exists
m

\ J

different ways representing the desired analog value. Furthermore, it

should be noted that if all
m

\ /

different combinations are used equally, the long-term

average ofthe error goes to zero.

This observation forms the basis of the technique called dynamic element

matching [28]. By employing a DACelement selection algorithm thatdigitally scrambles

DACelement utilization, dynamic element matching is ableto either whiten or shape the

noise from a nonlinear DAC. Shaping the DAC noise is particularly attractive, as it

pushesmuch of the noise outside of the signalbandwidth in highlyoversampled systems.

Many circuits have been demonstrated that exhibit first-order noise-shaping of the DAC

non-linearity [43][44], and algorithms to extend this shaping characteristic to hi^er-

order suppression have been developed [42]. A problem with this approach is the large

amount of digital circuitryneeded to implementhigh-ordershaping [45]. Additionally, a

unit-element DAC may not be the most efficient implementation in switched-capacitor

circuits [40]. Nonetheless, dynamic element matching is a good technique for creating

multi-bit ZA modulators without high-precision DAC elements.

One serious drawback of multi-bit ZA modulation, however, stems from the fact

that a multi-bit quantizer/DAC pair has a fixed equivalent gain associated with it,

whereas a single-bit quantizer/DAC pair can have an arbitraryequivalent gain. The fixed

gain associated with a multi-bit quantizer tends to force very high forward-gain

coefficients in the integrators of cascade modulators. As will be shown in Section 3.4.3,

integrators with high forward gain-coefficients are not amenable to low-power operation

at hi^-speeds.

3.4 Fundamental Power Limits

The previous sections in this chapter have discussed the fundamentals of ZA

modulation and some of the techniques useful for maximizing the achievable resolution

ofhi^-bandwidth ZA systems. This section addresses the issue ofpower consumption in
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y.A modulators. While Chapter 5 discusses practical methods for miimnizing power

consumption through circuit design techniques, it is mstructive to first examine the

fimdamental limitson low-power designof 2A modulators.

This section assumes that the lA modulator is built using switched-capacitor

techniques. While section 3.3.2 demonstrated that there are some advantages to a

continuous-time approach, it was deemed that the limitations presented in that section,

specifically those preventing high-order modulator design, limited the applicability ofthe

continuous-time approach to this application. In a switched-capacitor implementation,

there are two fimdamental contributors to power dissipation. The first is dynamic power;

this is the power required to charge and discharge capacitors that fimction as signal-

charge storage devices in the integrator. The othw source of power dissipation is the

static power dissipated by the active devices within the integrator amplifier. The

fimdamental limits for the dynamic and static power dissipation of a £A modulatorwill

be examined below. This first part of this section consists of a review of the results

derived in [16]. Further derivations are then performed to better understand practical

power limits at fast conversion rates, where capacitive parasitics are typically no longer

negligible.

3.4.1 Dynamic Power

Figure3.8(a) on page 32 shows the configuration of a typical switched-capacitor

integrator. Dynamic power refers to the power dissipated through the charging and

discharging of the charge-storing capacitors in the integrator and represents an absolute

lower bound on the power dissipation; in reality, total power dissipation will be several

orders of magnitude hi^er than this limit. A complete derivationof the dynamic power

limit can be found in the [16], and only the result will stated here:

oc kTiDR)f^ (3.16)

where DR is the required dynamic range and is the Nyquist rate. This derivation

ignores quantization noise and assumes that the circuit dynamic range is solely limited by

thermal noise. It is worth noting that the dynamic power limitation is independent of the

power supply voltage (Vdd) or oversampling ratio (M).
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3.4.2 Static Power with Negligible Parasitics

Circuits that employ class A amplifiers typically have a power consumption

significantly hi^er than the limit shown in (3.16). This is due to the fact that the static

power dissipated by the active devices comprising the amplifier is far greater than the

dynamic power required to charge and discharge the signal capacitors. A simpleclass A

amplifier is a single-transistor amplifier, shown in 3.12 [16].

1 i T i
Figure 3.12 Sinoplified CMOS integrator schematic

The static power dissipated by the amplifier is

^STMT" ~ BIAS

If the active device is biased at a constant current density (Ibus held constant),

then the device transconductance (gm) is also proportional to bias current, so:

^STAT ^ ^DoSm (3.18)

The total effective capacitance at the output node is

(3.W)
^s ^GS

and the feedback factor is

/ = ^ (3JO)
•' C, +C,+Cos

If the conversion bandwidth is significantly smaller than the process^, Coswill be small

and canbe ignored. If it is further assumed that Ci is negligibly smallcompared to Csand

C/, then the following approximations can be made:

(3-21)

C|

C, + Cs

O ^OUT
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/•= —— (3J2)
C, +C,

The closed-loop settling time constant, r, is givenby

(3^3)
f' Sm Sm

If it is assumed that the circuit requires x constants to adequately settle during its

settling phase, then

X'M'f,

(3.25)

where;jf is a system constraint determined bybehavioral simulations.

The dynamic range of the integrator is the ratio of the input signal power to the

thermal noise power. Assuming that the input peak-to-peaksignal swing is equal to some

fraction, /?, ofVdd, the maximum signal power is

{P-Voof
8

The total in-band thermal noise is proportional to the kT/C noise divided by the

oversampling ratio [16].

kT

V. 4-:^ (3^)

^sigMAx ~ (3.26)

NJinband ^

The dynamic range is then proportional to:

(3.27)

,3^
sitr

Plugging (3.25) and (3.28) into (3.17), the static power dissipation can be derived

"STAT (3.2^)
P "dd

(3.25) shows that the static power dissipation is proportional to the product of the

dynamic range and the Nyquist rate. Also, the static power dissipation has a strong

inverse relationship to available swing. This bodes poorly for power dissipation in deep-

submicron low-voltage CMOS processes; not only because power dissipation is inversely
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proportional to VoOi but also because p will tend to decrease with decreasing supply

voltage [46].

3.4.3 Static Power with Capacitlve Parasitlcs

(3.29) shows a derivation of the static power limit under the assumption that

capacitive parasitics are negligibly small in comparison the primary charge-storage

capacitors. This assumption does not hold when high-speed conversion is performed. In

order to support high-speed performance, the transconductance of the amplifier has to be

made large. Due to the finite process (Opi this will cause the amplifier input capacitance to

become comparable in size to the primary capacitors. Additionally, in processes where

hi^-density capacitors are not available, the bottom-plate parasitics also become

appreciable. This section rederives the results firom the previous section when the

assumption of negligible parasitics no longer holds. The derivation will be similar to that

in Section 3.4.2, with changes made as needed.

The ratio of Cs to C/ is the forward gain of the integrator. A, and is usually fixed

during system design. For integrators, usually ^4 < 1.

Cs=A'Cj (330)

Cgs is no longer negligible. It is equal to gm/(Or' Also, as Q, is the load presented

by the next integrator plus associated parasitics, it is assumed to be proportional to Cs,

with the proportionality constant Tj fixed by process parameters.

/G), (331)

C , =77 a s (332)

Therefore, (3.21) and (3.22) can be expressed as

—Ic )
=VCs+4:' (3-33)

£l + c

Cc

/=C 7- (334)j^su/A At

Substitutingthe aboveequations into (3.23) and (3.24) and solvingfox gm-
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^ _^s'fs'X'C3SS"!

COj.

Using (3.28) to complete thederivation, static power is found to be

ikT{DR)xh (l +;7+^»7)

0)T

The first factor in (3.36) is the same as in (3.29); hence all the proportionalities regard

dynamic range and voltage swing still hold. The second factor of (3.36) indicates excess

powerconsumption dueto parasitic considerations and deserves further examination.

The numerator of the second factor in (3.36) is independent of operating

firequency and is onlydep^dent on the effective parasitic loading presented at the output.

It should be noted, however, the effective loading is dependent on the forward-gain, of

the integrator. The numerator shows that integrators with low forward-gain factors are

more amenable to low-power implementation than those with high forward gain factors.

This observation should be coupled into the block-level design of a 2A modulator in

order to design a power-optimized system.

The denominator of (3.36) demonstrates that the power consumption increases

dramatically as the required circuit speed approaches the device (Or. Recalling fix)m

(3.24) that the required closed-loop time constant is equal to (/^ -jjf-Af)"' and that the

closed-loop dominant pole, (OuT,req is equal to (^e^)'̂ the required static power becomes
unbounded as

^UT,nq . (3.37)
\-\-A-ri

Again, it is worth noting that the upper achievable bound on (OuT.req is not only

determined by device (Op and parasitic loading, but is also affected by the integrator

forward gain. As the denominator of (3.36) puts an absolute upper bound on the

firequency of operation, it is crucial that the block-level design accommodates for this

limitation by keeping the integrator gain. A, as small as possible. Figure 3.13 shows

normalizedplots ofstaticpowerdissipation versus (OuT.req for variousA, t]configurations.
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Figure 3.13 Nonnalized staticpowerdissipation vs. OJ0T.req- ><4 is the integratorforwardgain, 77 the is
parasitic loading parameter.

3.5 Summary

This chapter began with a review of the process of quantization in analog-to-

digitd converters. Next, sigma-delta conversion was introduced. The concept of noise-

shaping was discussed, and techniques to increase the resolution of SA converters were

reviewed. The chapter focused on hi^-speed applications, and the efficacy of these

techniques were evaluated in the context of high-speed operation. Finally, the

fundamental dynamic and static power limits for switched-capacitor lA integrators were

derived. Limitations due to high-speed operation were analyzed, and system-level

considerations to combat these limitations were discussed.
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Modulator Design

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the architecture techniques used to design a lA modulator

that meets the required specifications. Emphasis is placed on achieving the required

performance at a low oversampling ratio due to the wideband nature of the incoming

signal. A 2-1-1 cascade EA architecture is presented. Internal signal scaling is performed

in order to maximize the overload level of the modulator and minimize power dissipation.

Capacitor scaling is also shown to be an effective method to reduce power dissipation.

Simulation results which determine circuit block requirements are presented, and a

simulationenvironment for rapid evaluation of analogimpairments in a communications

channel is introduced.

4.2 2-1-1 Cascade Architecture

As discussed in Section 3.3, the wideband nature of the desired signal requires a

modulator architecture that can achieve the required performance at a low oversampling

ratio (OSR). Additionally, it is desirable to have an OSR that is a power oftwo in order to

45
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facilitate the decimation process. SPICE simulations of test circuits determined that a

0.25 pm CMOS process could support an oversampling ratio of 8 (/nyq = 25 MHz, fs =

200 MHz).

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, a cascade architecture is preferable at low

oversampling ratios, as the instability problems associated with single-loop architectures

greatly limit achievable dynamic range. In keeping with the discussion on low-power

implementation in Section 3.4.3, it was decided that single-bit quantization was to be

used throughout. Additionally, single-bit quantization will enhance the linearity

performance ofthe ZA modulator, as a single-bit quantizer is intrinsically linear.

Figure 4.1 shows the maximum achievable dynamic range of a single-bit ZA

modulator as a function of its oversampling ratio and modulator order. This figure was

generated using equation (3.7). This figure also included the effect ofnoise enhancement

due to small interstage gain coefficients of each particular architecture, as discussed in

Section 3.3.1.
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A fourth-order modulator was selected, as it can achieve over46 dB of dynamic

range with an OSR of8. A 2-1-1 cascade architecture was chosen, because it has been
empirically shown in [47] that this has much better overload performance than a
comparable 2-2 architecture. Single-bit quantizers were utilized inall three loops because
of their intrinsic linearity and their amenability to low-power implementation, as

mentioned above.

A basic block diagram of the 2-1-1 architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. Each

integrator has a full clock delay between its input and output to create a fully pipelined
structure.

DtE-t-'Yi

D/A <

Figure 4.2 2-1-1 block diagram

4.3 Signal Scaling

In order to maximize the dynamic range of the lA modulator, it is important to

maximize its input overload level. This is the input level at which clippingoccurs at the
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internal nodes. It is desirable to scale the internal signal levels such that they utilize the

entire signal swing at the outputofeach integrator without clipping[32],

The gain coefficients for the 2-1-1 single-bit architecture are shown in Table 4.1

[30]. It should be noted that the gain coefficients are all similar values. As demonstrated

in Section 3.4.3, a high forward gain coefficientis not amenable to low-powerdesign. By

spreading out the gain between the stages, individual gain coefficients can remain small

and power consumption can be minimized on the system-level.

Coefficient Value

ail 1/3

an -1/3

ai2 3/5

af2 -2/5

au3 5/6

aa -1/2

ao -1/3

au4 1/2

ai4 -1/6

af4 -1/6

Table 4.1 Gain Coefficients for 2-1-1 Cascade Modulator

Figure 4.3 shows the maximum integrator outputs for a given input power level.

The modulator can accommodate a maximum input signal of-1.7 dB relative to the full-

scale input before significant clipping occurs.
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4.4 Capacitor Scaling

Thepower dissipation of thelA modulator canbe reduced byutilizing a capacitor

scaling approach similar to that employed in [16]. Noise shaping within the modulator

reduces the effective input-referred thermal and flicker noise from later stages in the

cascade of switched-capacitor integrators. As a result, the capacitor sizes of later stages

can be reduced while still meeting overall noise requirements. This allows for reduced

bias currents in later stages, thus reducing overall power dissipation. This approach is

limited by the presenceofparasitic capacitors,however.

The total in-band, input-referred thermal noise can be expressed as a weighted

sum of each integrator's input-referred thermal noise, as in (4.1). A similar expression

can be derived for input-referred flicker noise.
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'I' K Tt { 1[m]
\ ^ J

5A\M^ [lAiM')
(4.1)

^Ni = Input - referred noise of i - th integrator
k

A =Tloij
j=i

111 can be observed that increasing the oversampling ratio greatly decreases the

noise contribution of later integrators in the cascade. With the small OSR of this

architecture, however, the applicability of capacitor scaling is somewhat limited. Still, a

power savings of roughly 15% can be achieved with this approach. The input-referred

noise ofeach integrator will be derived in Section 5.3.

4.5 Analog/Digital Mismatch

Section 3.3.1 demonstrated that variation of the analog interstage gain coefficient

from its nominal value can lead to noise leakage and performance degradation. Variation

in the analog interstage gain coefficient arises from mismatch in the capacitor ratios in

the modulator. Ignoring higher order terms, mismatch in a 2-1-1 cascade results in an

output spectrum of:

Yiz) = z-^X{z) + z-1 (i-.-ri_A.ri_2-')'£,(z)-
Sid J Sid ' Sid

The second term in (4.2) is the result of interstage gain mismatch. The amount of noise

leakage is directly proportional to the mismatch between the actual interstage gain, gj,

and its nominal (digital) value, g/d. The noise leakage is also suppressed by second-order

shaping; therefore, precise capacitor matching is not required.

For a 2-1-1 XA modulator,gj is a productof3 independent capacitorratios, where

each capacitor ratio is determined by two independent capacitors. Therefore, gj is a

function of six independent capacitors. Assuming each capacitor takes on the valueof

= + (43)

•EJz) (4J)
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where Q is the actual capacitor value, is the desired capacitor value. 5 is the
fractional mismatch, which isassumed to be azero-mean Gaussian random variable with
standard deviation, Ot. Therefore, gj canbe expressed as:

3

(4.4)

m
J=4

For (Tc « 1, gj can be shown to be a Gaussian random variable with mean ofgid and

standard deviation of .

4.6 Finite DC Gain

The noise-shaping action of a EA modulator is governed by the closed-loop
transfer function ofits filter. Inparticular, the efficacy of thenoise-shaping is dependent

on the assumption that the integrators have an mfimte Q. Finite amplifier DC gain,
however, will degrade the integrator Q, and in turn degrade the noise-shaping

performance ofa EA modulator. Ablock diagram ofa switched-capacitor integrator with
finite DC gain is shown in Figure 4.4. Solving the z-domain transfer function for this

topology yields (4.5).

C, l-(l-e)z-'

where P =
^ 1 "l 1

£=-

1 +
C.+C;
AC, J 1 Q1+ ^

CrA

Equation (4.5) shows that finite amplifier gain causes two deleterious effects in the

integrator transfer function. First, the forward gain coefficient is reduced by the factor p.

This results in the same sort of interstage gain mismatch as described in the previous

section. Furthermore, finite amplifi^ gain shifts the pole of H(z) mside the umt circle,

reducing the Q of the integrator. The shift in pole locations results in increased noise

leakage at low frequencies relative to the sample rate. Noise-leakage is dominated by

non-idealities in thefirst stage of a cascade EA modulator. Theeffect of finite DCgain in

the first stage of a 2-1-1 cascade can be described by the equation below. The second
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teim in (4.6) shows that noise leakage from the first stage will occur for values ofE> 0 or

P < 1.These conditions occurfor finite OTAgain, as described in (4.5).

y(z)=z-^ •Ar(z)+^-^(l-r-^)(l-/5, •j5j)+z-'(l-z-')(e, +£j)+z-'(e, •ej)}-£,(z)
(l-z-'r (4.6)

+ -i

S\d 'Sid
E,{z)

I
OUT

Figure 4.4 Switched-cs^acitor Integrator with Finite DC Gain OpAmp

4.7 Settling Constraints

The imperfect settling performance of operational amplifiers causes additional

non-idealities in lA modulator performance. A model of a typical switched-capacitor

voltage transient is shown in Figure 4.5. Three distinct characteristics of this transient can

be observed: first, charge feedthrough through Q causes an initial voltage deviation in the

incorrect direction. Then, the output voltage may show some slew-rate limitations.

Finally, assuming that the slew-rate limitations are overcome, the integrator settles

linearly.
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Figure 4^ Modelof typicalswitched-c^acitor voltagetransient

These three effects taken together results in a non-linear integrator transfer

function. Therefore, it is not possible to use the linear, '*white-noise" assumption to

doive an analytic result of the modulator noise performance. Instead, a nonlinear input-

output transfer function can be derived for use in simulation. If one assumes that the

linear settling portion of the transient is determined by a single dominant pole, one can

express the input-output relationship as in (4.7). These equations are an extension of

those utilized by the MIDAS lA simulation tool [32].

n.,<c.i)K ,1
.i ^ Jv,-sgn(v,).^.5JW-e^ •SW <|v, •(/i:+l)lsS/W-(^-l) (4.7)

/ t

-Kv,+sffi{v,)-SRN SRN

4.8 Simulation Environment

This section will begin with a description of the simulation environment

developed for design and verification of the block-level performance of the EA
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modulator. Also, simulatipn results—^in the form of modulator performance and circuit

requirements—^will be presented.

4.8.1 SIMULINK Simulation Environment

A block-level structural description of the ZA modulator was built in the

SIMULINK environment. Figure 4.6 shows a screen capture of the structural model of

the ZA modulator. The non-idealities described in the previous section were encapsulated

in SIMULINK blocks and the block parameters were swept in order to determine

modulator performance and circuit requirements. These results are presented below.

SIMULINK is a time-step simulation tool that offers a great deal of flexibility in

creating user-defined systems. As a result, it was possible to create a SIMULINKmodel

of the complete wireless downlink. The SIMULINK model of the ZA modulator was

integrated within this larger model for system-level verification. For more information

about the SIMULINK model ofthe direct conversion receiver, refer to [48].
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Figure 4.6 SIMULINK structural model of £A modulator
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4.8.2 Simulation Results

The simulated performance and circuit requirements of the 2-1-1 cascade

architecture will now be presented. The Nyquist rate of this system is 25 Ms/s and the

oversampling ratio is 8; therefore the sampling rate is 200 Ms/s. Figure 4.7 shows the

signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) with all the non-idealities outlined above

included. The peak SNDR is 42.5 dB and the dynamicrange is 46 dB.

By sweeping throu^ a parameterized simulation of the 1A modulator, individual

circuit block requirements can be determined. Performance requir^ents for the first

integrator are shown in Table 4.2.

As mentioned above, the SIMULINK environment allows for the integration of

the 2A modulator model into the entire wireless downlink model for verification

purposes. The SNR required at the output of the digital despreading process is 15 dB is
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order to provide a BER of 10"^ [2]. The entire downlink model was simulated, and Figure
4.8 demonstrates that the system level requirement of 15dB post-coirelation SNRis met

with the £A modulator designed.
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Figure 4.7 SIMUUNK Dynamic Range Performance Curve

Specification Value

DC gain >100

Unit capacitor mismatch (OAac) <5%

Comparator offset <120mV

Closed-loop settling frequency (ois) >530 MHz

Phase margin > 60 deg

Differential Slew Rate >670V/ms

Table 4.2 Circuit performance requirements for first integrator
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5

Switched-Capacitor
Integrator Design

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter examined potential architectures for high-speed EA analog-

to-digital conversion. In that chapter, a 2-1-1 multi-stage, switched-capacitor EA

modulator was introduced, and the requiredcircuit performance metrics were determined.

This chapter will focus on the necessary circuit design needed to implement the crucial

circuit blocks of the EA modulator. These circuits include switched-capacitor integrators,

operational transconductance amplifiers, bias circuitry, comparators, and other related

circuitry. Analysis of these circuits for high-speed, low-power operation will be

presented. An experimental 2-1-1 multi-stage EA modulator implemented in a 0.2S pm,

2.5V, single-poly, six-levelmetal, CMOSprocess will then be described.

5.2 integrator Specifications and Design

The prototype EA modulator consists of four switched-capacitor integrators. The

relevant requirements for the first of these integrators, as determined in Section 4.8, are

shown in Table 4.2. Figure 5.1 shows the first integrator in the modulator. It is

59
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implemented using the standard switched-capacitor network that ideally gives the

integrator transfer function shown in (5.1):

-1
OUT

IN
Cj I —z-1

(5.1)

The integrator is implemented using fully-differential circuits in order to minimize non-

idealities such as PSRR, device matching, and noise coupling. Additionally, a two-phase

bottom-plate sampling clocking technique is used to niininiize signal-dependent charge

injection [49]. The clock waveforms used are shown in figure 5.2.

^REF+ YrEF

I

I
^REF- ^REF+

Figure 5.1 Fully-differential switched-capacitor integrator

The DAC feedback path is created by the switches connected to Vref+ and VreF"

These reference voltages create 800 mV differential DAC reference levels, and their

switch control signals and ^d2) are cross-coupled in order to appropriately sample

the differential DAC signal across Cs. As derived in the simulations described in Section

4.3, the SA modulator can acconamodate 660 mV (-1.7 dBFS) input sinusoid signal

before significant clipping occurs.

9ixii Id

OUT

/
'2d

Figure 5.2 Two-phase non-overh^ clockfor bottomplate sanq>ling
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5.3 OTA Design

As shown in Table 4.2, the dominant circuit performance requirements relate to

the transient performance of the switched-capacitor integrators. This is expected, as the

oversampled approach of a SA modulator tends to intaisify speed-related circuit

requirements while easing other circuit performance metrics. Considering that the gain

requirement is particularly modest, a circuit topology that provides the fastest possible

settling response is preferred.

A single-stage, folded-cascode OTA is chosen as it meets all the required

specifications with minimum complexity. A telescopic cascode OTA is not used, as that

topology would reduce the signal swing too much due to the extra tail current device.

Also, a folded cascode topology effectively decouples the input common-mode voltage

from the output swing, allowing formuch easier biasing andlessconcern about common-

mode excursions.

NMOS input devices are chosen in order to maximize the settling speed of the

amplifier. An NMOS device has rou^y three times the transconductance of a PMOS

device for a given gate overdrive due to the difference in electron and hole mobility.

Therefore, for a given speed requirement, an OTA with NMOS input devices will

consume far less power than one with PMOS inputs. While the stability of an NMOS-

input folded cascode OTA is inferior to thatof its PMOS counterpart, it willbe shown in

5.3.3 that the PMOS cascode devices of such a topology does not significantly degrade

the phase margin of the OTA. A schematicofthe OTA used is shown in Figure 5.3.
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ho Vq. ^o.<H

M,

^CMFB 1^2

Figure 53 Fully-differential folded-cascodeOTA

5.3.1 Thermal Noise

Thermal noise degrades lA performance in much the same manner as

quantization noise. There are two primary sources of thermal noise in a switched-

capacitor circuit. First, the CMOS switches have a finite resistance (Ron), and therefore

contribute thermal noise which is directly sampled onto the sampling capacitors. The

thermal noise contribution ofthe switches is given by:

kT
(5^)

The factor of4 in (5.2) is due to the fact that a noise with variance 2kT/Cs (2x due to the

differential implementation) is injected during phase 1 and then again during phase 2;

since the noise samples in phase 1 and phase 2 are uncorrelated, their powers add.

The second source of thermal noise is the OTA itself. The input referred noise

density ofa common-source cormected transistor is:

v^. 1
^ = 4^r.y.— (S3)
^ gn,
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where y is the MOS noise factor. In long channel devices, y is 2/3, but values ofyare
significantly larger for short-channel devices [50]. For the folded-cascode OTA infigure
5.3, it canbe shown thatthe input-referred noisepower is:

^N,OTA _2
¥

where G„ =

V nljn +

Sr

1 +

\2
Smi

Sm\

V n3Jn "I"
Sml

V nSJn +

Sml

V nVn +
Sm9

Sml

,.2
V n9Jn

(5.4)

Equation (5.4) can be understood by recognizing the fact that the input-referred

voltage noise is a sum of all the output-referred cuir^t noises divided by

transconductance of the input device. With this firamework, it becomes clear that the

noise contributions of the cascoded devices (M5 and M7) become negligible; as

transistors M5 and M7 are degenerated by M3 and M9, respectively, the output-referred

currentnoise fi"om thesedevices become negligible. Therefore, (5.4)can be simplified to:

¥
1 +

+g.9

S ml

(5.5)

One can determine the total input noise of the integrator via a three-step process.

First, the output noise density is calculated by multiplying (5.5) by square of its transfer

function totheoutput^:

^NjOUr _ ^N,OTA
¥ A/

FB

Sml fFB

Then, the total integrated output noise is calculated by integrating (5.6) over all

firequencies:

(5.6)

^Forsimplified mathematics, the transfer function isassumed tobedominated bydie low-fi:equ^cy pole. The
presence ofa second, non-dominant pole may cause peaking in the transfer function, but diis effect should be
negligible ifthe OTA is designed with sufficient phase margin.
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Smi "^Sm^

Sm\
P,,om=]^^df=]2-UkT-r-^

0 ¥ i ^..1
1+

1 +

1

fpB
^' ^L,TOT

df

= 2
kT

7

I Sm3'̂ Sni9
Sml

Sml •/)FB
(5.7)

^LTOT ffB

Finally, the total input-referred noise is found by relating (5.7) back to the input via the

feedback factor,

kT
( \

J I SmZ SmB
Sml

^N,IN ^N,OUT fFB=2 7' f,FB
(5.8)

TOT

Equation (5.8) shows that the total input-referred thermal noise can be made

smaller by two mechanisms: either Cl,tot may be increased (by scaling up Cs and C/) or

the ratio in parentheses may be decreased by decreasing gms and gmp. As the bias

currents ofMl, M3, and M9 are all related, the latter technique is equivalent to increasing

Vdsat3 and Vdsat9' This must be balanced against signal swing constraints, as these Vds^s

directly subtract from available output voltage swing. Therefore, capacitor sizes and the

bias conditions ofM3 and M9 can be determined.

5.3.2 Flicker Noise

MOS flicker noise is caused the random interaction of the minority carriers with

the interface trap states at the surface of the MOS channel. Flicker noise has a power

spectral density that is inverselyproportional to frequency. A simplemodel for the input-

referred flicker noise of an MOS transistor is:

flM _ K. 1

Af W L'C^ f

Due to the very wide bandwidth of the ZA modulator being designed, total

integrated flicker noiseis negligible when compared to the totalintegrated thermal noise.

(5.9)
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5.3.3 Linear Settling

As described in section 4.7, the OTA must have sufficient bandwidth in order to

settle adequately during halfofa single clock p^od. The linear settling ofthe OTA may

be derived bycalculating its closed-loop frequency response. A small-signal model ofthe

OTA is shown in Figure 5.4. The output resistances (ro) of the transistors is assumed to

be infinite for the purposes of this transient analysis. The capacitors in the figure are

defined as follows:

Q ~ ^GSl ^P,SW

^3 ~ ^GSS ^Dl (5.10)

~ ^P,SW,N ^BP,I ^DS ^D7

The capacitors Cp,sw and CpswM refer to theparasitic switch capacitors of this integrator

and the next integrator, respectively. Cbpj refers to the bottom-plate parasitic capacitance

ofthe integrating capacitor.

where

OUT

Figure 5.4 Small-signal modelof switched-cap integratorwith folded-cascode OTA

The closed-loop OTA transfer function can be calculated as:

H{s)=—^ ~̂lSm3^ ~C^CjS )
fFaSmlSmi •*" ^LjarSnil^

fpB "" c,+c,+c,

' i^s ^1)
^L.TOT "" Q +

(5.11)

(5.12)
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While (5.11) is difficult to understand in its foil form, relevant settling parameters

can be extracted. In particular, assuming that the OTA has sufficient closed-loop phase

margin^, the dominant pole location can be calculated, as in (5.13). From this equation,
one can obtain a rough estimate for a minimumbound on the requiredtransconductance

for the input pair. It is important to note that a direct calculation for gmi cannotbe derived

firom (5.13) without furtherelaboration. This is due to the fact that Cl,tot and/fb are also

indirectly controlled by the bias conditions ofMl, which has not yet been determined.

^L,TOT

Inserting full expressions for Ct.rorandfps into (5.13), ttj/.ris shown in (5.14).

Sm\
0 r =u,T

Sm\
(O,

where + -T77
b

C,

*-'1

(5.13)

S ml (Of\ •

AC, A-C,

(5.14)

Equation (5.14) shows that (Oi,j is bounded by five terms. As ^4 « 1 for discrete-

time integrators, the latter two terms can be neglected. Therefore, (5.14) can be

approximated as:

Sm\
CO T ~

C^ + C, + Cj

Cs and Cl are determined by thermal noise considerations and the parasitics of the

process, respectively. Therefore for a given settling requirement, an appropriate gmi and

Cj can be determined. As Cy is dominated by Ccsi, the device size and bias condition of

transistor Ml can then be folly specified.

The PMOS cascode device causes a non-dominant pole to be present in the

closed-loop OTA transfer function. Manipulating (5.11), one can approximate the non-

dominant pole location:

(5.15)

^This condition issatisfied if thenon-dominant pole fi:om the cascoded M3 transistor issufficiently hi^^ than the
unity-gain firequency. Thiscondition willbe assumed hereandverified in laterparagraphs.
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C3

Therefore, sufficient phase margin can be ensured provided that is roughly 2.5-3x

greater than As shown in (5.10), the capacitor C3 is dominated by the gate

capacitance of M3; therefore co^ is slightly less than the natural (Or of the device.

Although M3 is a PMOS transistor, sizing the device with a short length and biasing it

with a **healthy" Vdsat can provide a PMOS (Or hi^ enough so as not to overly degrade

phase margin. These bias conditions force the gmCo product of M3 tobe relatively low. As

will be discussed in 5.3.5, this can be tolerated due to the low DC gain requirement for

the OTA.

The feedforward path in the closed-loop OTA throu^ C/ creates a ri^t half-

plane zero at approximately:

0,=^ (5.17)

The effectof this zero is to createa "glitch"in the incorrect direction at the beginning of

the setdingtransient, hencedegrading settling performance. This effectis most prominent

in integrators, where typically Cs/Ci« 1.Forhi^-level simulation purposes, this effect

is fully modeled by the K parameter in (4.7).

5.3.4 Slew Rate

As the folded-cascode amplifier is a Class A OTA, it will exhibit slew-rate

limiting when large input steps are appUed to the amplifier. Assuming a large positive

input step is applied to the OTA in Figure 5.1, the node Vo+ will slew in a positive

direction at the rate:

= (5.18)
^L,TOT

and the node Vq. will slew in a negative direction at the rate:

Hence, the differential slew rate is

|5R,.| =-^ (5.19)
^LJOT
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(5-20)
^LJOT

and is therefore independent of the partition of/j between 7/ and /p. However, in order to

minimize common-mode excursions during slew-rate limiting, it is desirable to equalize

(5.19) and (5.20). Therefore, both 7/ and 7p are set to 7j/2. As MOS devices tend to have a

relatively low gjl ratio, the slew rate constraint is sli^tly less critical than the settling

constraint outlined in the previous section.

5.3.5 DC Gain

Small-signal analysis shows that the DC gain ofthe OTA in (5.21) is:

^DC ~Sm\ 'fems'bs ' ('oil'bs )} (5«21)
The gain is on the order of (gmrof, which can easily provide the gain required by

the block-level specifications. At moderate to long device lengths, transistor output

resistance, r^, is roughly proportional to the channel length. However, process limitations

greatly reduce ro for minimum length transistors [51]. In order to compensate for this

effect, devices M5 and Ml are sized sli^tly longer than minimum length. Additionally,

as M9 does not capacitivelyload the signal path, it is made longer to maximize r^p in the

DC gain equation.
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5.4 Common-Mode Feedback

A schematic of the common-mode feedback circuitry is shown in figure 5.5. The

CMFB circuitry used is dynamic in order toreduce power dissipation. Thecapacitors Csns

s^ise the output common-mode voltage and control the tail current of the input pair

appropriately. Thecapacitors Cdc apply thecorrect DCvoltage to Csns-

cmod

'G9

^G7—I 1^11
dc sns

''Id. 'CMFB

tocascode

stack

Figure 5.5 Dynamiccommon-mode feedbackcircuitry

cmod

'G9
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5.5 Bias

Figure 5.6 shows the circuits used to bias the core analog lA circuitry. High-

swing cascode biasing was implemented using stacked triode devices [52]. The 20 pA

bias currents shown in the figure are supplied by a master bias circuit, which is in tum

supplied by a single off-chip bias current.

'63 «

20 pA 20 pA

Q ®

—I

Figure 5.6 Bias circuitry for folded cascode OTA
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5.6 Comparator

The single-bit comparator used is shown in figure 5.7 [35].). Due to the relaxed

offset and hysteresis specifications, a low-power dynamic comparator is used. The

comparator of figure 5.7 is followed by an active low R-S latch, as shown in figure 5.8.

During phase 2, the enable signal is low, and the outputs are of the comparator are reset

to VDD; this causes the R-S latch to hold its previous state. When the enable signal is

brought higih, the differential input signal varies the resistance of the triode-region

devices,. Ml and M2. This differential resistance causes the cross-coupled inverters,

consistingofdevices M5, M6, M7, and MS, to togglein the appropriate direction.
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The fast, regenerative nature of the dynamic comparator, coupled with the
memory inherent to the R-S latch, reduces the possibility ofmetastability to very low
levels. Instead, if the comparator isunable to resolve the input signal in the allotted time,

the R-S latch hold its previous state. Hence, metastability is converted to hysteresis,

whichis far lessproblematic for correct operation.

V,_

comparator

M. M

LatclM)2ja,
I

M. M

Figure 5.7 Dynamic comparator

0H>-
R-S latch

Figure 5.8 ComparatorwithR-S latch

Dbar

5.7 Clock Generation

Figure 5.9 shows the clock waveforms required for switched-capacitor bottom-

plate sampling techniques. The addition of phases <)>id and <{^ reduce signal-dependent

charge injection.
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\"V" /
'2d

Figure 5.9 Two-phase non-overlap clock waveforms

The circuit in figure 5.10 generates these waveforms [53]. The dynamic inverters ofMI-

MS and M4-M6 align the rising edges of the delayed and non-delayed clocks. The delay

between the falling edges of the delayed and non-delayed clocks is controlled by the

propagation delay ofthe inverter chain.

'2(S>

Clock

idb

Figure 5.10 Two-phase non-overlap clock generator

5.7.1 Duty Cycle Adjust

As the ZA modulator is to be integrated with an entire RF fi:ont-end [54], it is

desirable to utilize as few external signals as necessary; a 200 MHz off-chip clock

waveform is likely to introduce a substantial amount of switching noise into the substrate,

thus degrading signal integrity. Instead, it is preferable to use a divided down versionof

the on-chip LO output. The on-chip firequency synthesizer generates a 2 GHZ signal, and
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the divider chain produces a 200 MHz signal [55]. The 200 MHb signal has a 60% duty
cycle, and it is desirable to equalize this clock waveform to a50% duty cycle. The circuit
in figure 5.11 adjusts the duty cycle as necessary. Its operation is similar to that ofthe
clockgeneration circuitry described above.

Clock

input

iTvr
60% duty cyde

F^ure 5.11 Clockduty-cycle adjust circuitry

Clock

output

50% duty cycle

5.8 Output Buffer

The output buffers, shown in figure 5.12, are used to minimize digital noise

coupling into the substrate or throu^ the bond wires. Transistors Ml, M2, and M3 form

a current-mode logic pair that drives an off-chip resistive load for lA^ conversion. This

circuit maintains a constant current regardless of output bit, thus keeping digital

switching noise low. Additionally, the output signal comes off-chip in a differential
manner^ thus providing first-order cancellation of L(di/dt) noise produced in the bond

wires.
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Figure 5.12 Ou^ut Buffer

5.9 Summary

This chapter presented the circuit design challenges in the design of the circuit

blocks for a switched-capacitor SA modulator. These circuits include switched-capadtor

integrators, operational transconductance amplifiers, bias circuitry, comparators, and

other related circuitry. Low-poweranalysis and design techniques were presented. These

circuits were used to implement a prototype 2-1-1 multi-stage ZAmodulator.
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Results

6.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the simulated andmeasured results for a prototype 2-1-1

cascade lA modulator implemented in a 0.25 lim, single-poly, 2.5V CMOS process.

Results willbe presented anddifferences between simulated andmeasured results willbe

discussed.

6.2 Simulated Results

This section will discuss simulation results from the fully extracted layout of the

SA modulator. Discussion of the design and optimization of the circuit blocks can be

found in Chapter 5.

6.2.1 Capacitor and Bias Values

Table 6.1 shows the extracted capacitor sizes and the simulated bias conditions

for the folded-cascode OTAs used in this design. As the design was parasitic limited,

capacitor scaling was not heavily employed. The bias currentin Table 6.1 are determined

75
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by settling and slewing constraints. The folded-cascode OTA used in this design was

discussed in Section 5.3, and is shownagainhere in Figure 6.1.

Cs(fF) Ci(ff) Idsi (mA) gmi (mS)

Integrator 1 90 270 270 3.47

Integrator 2 90 150 270 3.47

Integrator 3 87.5 105 240 3.08

Integrator 4 75 150 138 1.73

Table 6.1 Capacitor sizes and bias conditions for the OTAs

^CMFB —I [^2

Figure 6.1 Folded-cascode OTA

6.2.2 Transient Performance

As discussed in previous sections, the most difficult circuit specification to meet

was the settling requirement. Figure 6.2(a) shows the output differential settling transient

for the first integrator with a 1.35V differential input step. As shown in figure 6.2(b), the

integrator settles to within 0.2 LSB within the settling period. The worst-case simulated

slew rate is 830 V/jis, and the closed-loop settling frequency is 550 MHz. Both these

performance metrics surpass the requirements listed in Table 4.2 on page 56.
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(a) (b)

Figure6.2 (a) Simulated settling transient and(b)zoomed-in version
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6.2.3 Dynamic Range

Figure 6.3 shows dynamic range measurements as determined from a transistent

SPICE simulation of the fully extracted layout. The simulated dynamic range is

approximately 46.4 dB and the peak SNDR is approximately 45 dB. Simulated power

dissipation is 26 mW.
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Figure 6^ Dynamic range as simulated by SPICE

Results

6.3 Measured Results

A die photo of the entire direct-conversion receiver is shown in Figure 6.4(a).

Figure 6.4(b) shows the die photo zoomed in on one of the lA modulators. Active area

for each modulator is approximately 1.2 mm x 0.8 mm. The chip is bonded directly to a

custom printed circuit board using chip-on-board technology to minimize the effect of

bond-wire inductance.



Figure 6.4 (a) Die photo ofdirect-conversion receiver, (b) Close ofXAmodulator.
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Figure 6.5 shows the measured SNDR as a function of input power for a 3.125

MHz sinusoidal input at 25 Ms/s Nyquist rate and 8 X oversampling ratio. The modulator

achieves roughly 42 dB dynamic range and 40 dB peak SNDR, while dissipating 29 mW

from a 2.5 V supply. When compared to simulated results, it can be noticed that these

measurements are about 4 dB lower than expected. The increase in power dissipation is

due to increased capadtive parasitics on the digital clock lines.
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F^re 6.5 Dynamic range measurements atffiyq = 25 Ms/s

Figure 6.6(a) shows the undecimated spectrum for a -33 dBFS signal at 3.125

MHz; the fourth-order noiseshaping is obvious. Figure6.6(b)showsa zoomed-in version

of the imdedmated spectrum. It can be noticed that the fourth-order shaping does not

exist all the way down to DC; second-order shaping dominates from DC to about 1.125

MHz (0.045 X^e), resulting in the 4 dB degradation noted above.
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Figure6.6 (a)Undecimated output spectrum ofSA modulator,= 25 Ms/s. (b) Zoomed innear DC.

Dynamic range measurements of themodulator operating at an 8 X oversampling

ratio were made for several different Nyquist rates. These measurements are shown in

Figure 6.7. It can be observed that a Nyquist rate of 6.25 MHz the performance loss is

only about 2 dB. Figure 6.8 shows the undecimated spectrum for this Nyquist rate, and it

can be seen that fourth-order noise-shape exists all the way down to 125 kHz (0.02 x

fmoi- This measurement demonstrates that the performance is not limited by finite DC
gain, as degradation fi*om finite DC gainis ind^endent of sampling firequency.

Nyquist Rate (MHz)

Figure 6.7 Dynamic Range as a functionof./^
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Figure 6.8 Undecimated ou^ut spectrum ofXAmodulator,= 6.25 Ms/s (zoomed in)

It also is unlikely that limited integrator settling is the cause of the performance

degradation. Figure 6.7 shows that there is no performance degradation incurred when the

Nyquist frequency is raised from 12.5 MHz to 25 MHz. (At 8 X OSR, the sampling

frequency is raised from 100 MHz to 200 MHz.) In this case, the setting time is reduced

from roughly 3.7ns to roughly 1.2ns, hence reducing settling time by a factor of three. If

imperfect integrator settling were the performance limiter, such a reduction in settling

time should result is a drastic reduction in dynamic range performance.

It is unclear what causes the performance degradation as the Nyquist frequency is

raised from 50 MHz to 100 MHz. One possible explanation is as follows: the signal

generator driving the input is unable to drive the input sampling capacitor sufficiently

quickly. As shown in figure 6.9(a), when the sampling capacitor is switched to the input

source at the beginning of phase 1, there exists a residual charge on the capacitor equal to

f^DAc' Cs' If the signal generator had infinite bandwidth, it would immediately discharge

this residue and charge the sampling capacitor to the appropriate voltage.
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Figure 6.9 (a) Charge residue (b) Resulting corruption ofinpat signal

Measurements made while the device was under test showed that the signal

generator was not able to fiilly discharge this residue charge. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 6.9(b), the input signal is somewhat corrupted by the DAC feedback signal.

Viewed another way, the effective feedback coefficient, a/j, firom Figure 4.2, is modified

firom its nominal value due to the finite driving speed of the signal generator. As

discussed in Section 4.5, changes in the modulator coefficients result in leakage of

second-order shaped noise which is exactly what is observed in the modulator output

spectrum of Figure 6.4. As the Nyquist rate is reduced below 6.25 MHz (Nyquist rate

below 50 MHz), the signal generator is fast enough to discharge the residue charge to

negligible levels.
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6.4 Summary

This chapter described the testresults of a prototype 2-1-1 cascade lA modulator

implemented in a 0.25pm CMOS process. Themodulator exhibited 42 dB dynamic range

anda peak SNDR of 40dB, with a Nyquist rateof 25Ms/s. Themodulator operated at an

8 X oversampling ratioanddissipated 29mW from a 2.5 V supply



7

Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

This chapter summarizes the primary research contributions and results, and

provides some suggestions for future areas of research. A prototype 2-1-1 cascade 2A

modulator was designed for an indoor wideband CDMA wireless link. System-level

design of the modulator was presented in Chapter 4, and the design ofkeycircuit blocks

was discussed in Chapter5. Chapter 6 presentedmeasuredresults.

7.2 Summary of Research Results

The research explored design issues of a very hi^-speed switched-capacitor SA

modulator. Emphasis was placed on low-power design techniques that are amenable to

highly integratedanalogreceivers. A secondary goal was to furtherunderstand the area of

system and circuit co-design, so that the interactionbetween the analogcircuitsand back-

end algorithms could be understood and exploited. Key results of this project are

summarized below:
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• Designed a switched-capacitor, CMOS sigma-delta modulator and

demonstrated that this circuit could meet the specifications of a wideband

CDMA indoor wireless link at a reasonable power dissipation. An

experimental prototype achieved a dynamic range of 42 dB at a Nyquist rate

of25 Ms/s and dissipated 26 mW.

• Examined and developed several areas of circuit and system co-design.

Implemented a £A-assisted timing recovery scheme where the intrinsic

oversampling of the modulator is used to greatly ease timing recovery with

minimal additional complexity. Identified a code-based noise-shaping scheme

where the quantization noise is shaped relative to the CDMA spreading code

rather than relative to frequency.

• Designed a high-speed, low-power operational transconductance amplifier

suitable for 2.5 V CMOS processes.

• Developed a methodology to identify key performance constraints of the

switched-capacitor integrators and minimize power consumption in the

integrators around those constraints.

7.3 Future Work

This project aims to prove that a very high-speed ZA modulator can meet the

specifications of a wideband CDMA wireless downlink with moderatepowerdissipation,

and that this modulator can be integrated with the entire analog front-end for a mobile

receiver.

Technology scaling will continue to enable faster ADCs, but new circuit

techniques will be necessary if very high-speed, high dynamic rangeZA modulators are

desired. Continuous-time ZA (CTZA) modulators have demonstrated the potential to

operate at significantly faster sampling rates that discrete-time, switched-capacitor

implementations. Still, limited understanding of the design methodologies for CTZA

modulators have curbed the design of high-order, multi-bit CTZA's. Further research in

this area has the potential to allow hi^ dynamic range CMOS ZA modulators with

Nyquistrates in the several to tens ofMHzrange.
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Asdiscussed in Chapter 3, the '̂ mostly digital" nature ofZA modulators allow for

unique circuit-level and system-level co-design. The flexibility of having a highly

oversampled digital signal stream enables new application-specific techniques that reside

on the border between the analog circuits and the digital backend. Examples of such

techniques include ZA-assisted timing recovery and code-based noise-shaping, both

described in Chapter 3. In order for more of these design opportunities tobe discovered,

however, the circuit designer must have a thorough understanding of boththe application

firamework and the algorithms employed. It is this author's strong belief that

understanding and incorporating the behavior of thedigital backend into the design ofthe

ADC will en^le higher performancecomplete systems.
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